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offer an explanation which merely social grounds could not have
afforded. But it was a real schism in the sense that the Inde-
pendents were a true Socialist party with a Socialist programme
they had no chance of realizing, while the Majority were a radical
party with a radical programme which they framed in Socialist
terms. But the workers did not a,k about programmes. They
asked simply who ordered the troops to fire., and by the answer
and its explanation took their individual stand.
As the Independent opposition was not fundamentally revolu-
tionary, the true revolutionary element in the Russian sense, for
Russia was now the criterion of revolutionary orthodoxy, would
have none of them. Repression had driven the survivors of
Spartacism to definite and permanent extremism which had
adopted completely and uncritically Russian ideology and Russian
tactics; they had formed a Communist party (December 1918%
but their numbers were so small and themselves so unrepre-
sentative of any class that as a party they hardly counted. It was
the Independents who drew upon themselves the critical eyes of
Moscow which saw in them a nasty spirit of independence, but
also the possibility of a revolutionary Bolshevik nucleus. It was
only after Moscow had failed to dominate them that Communism
became a force.*
These then were the parties that faced each other in the
republican parliament, grouped in a system not unlike that
obtaining elsewhere. But the system had one peculiar defect. In
the German Republic the parties did not start, so to speak, from
zero; they had a definite historical past and they could never rid
themselves of its influence. They carried into a completely dif-
ferent set of political conditions traditions and conceptions which
were wholly anachronistic. In the old empire, which was not a
party state in the proper sense of the term, there was no real party
life; it may even be said there was no real political life in the
sense of the definition of politics as a struggle for power. The
* The Communist party was little more than the extreme wing of the
Independent Socialists until that party split in 1922^ and its minority, rejecting
reunion of the Socialist parties^ joined up with the Communists. There were
no Communist members in the Reichstag until the 1922 election just before
the split.

